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Dates for 2015 2016 Club Year

September 16th Wednesday – Year in review show.
September 28  Competition

October 12th Competition
October 26th Program

November 9th Competition (2nd Monday)
November 23rd Program (4th Monday)

December 14th Competition 
December 28th Program

January 11th Competition
January 25th Program

February 8th Competition
February 22nd Program

March 14th Competition
March 28th Program

April 11th Competition
April 25th Program

May 9th Competition
May 23rd Best of Year Competition.
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June 2015  Volume 65 #9 http://www.greatneckcameraclub.org/

And the winner is . . . .

http://www.greatneckcamera.org
http://www.greatneckcameraclub.org/
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Year 

End 

Awards

Al FlACk AWArD
DIGITAl COMPETITION

Presented to the person who earns the 
highest total of points for Awards (9s) 

and Honorable Mentions (8s) 
plus points for Best of Year 

(1st, 2nd or 3rd).

2015 
Jan Altes

FrANk PrIOrY AWArD
COlOr PrINT COMPETITION 

Presented to the person who earns the 
highest amount of points for Awards (9s) 

and Honorable Mentions (8s) 
plus points for Best of Year 

(1st, 2nd or 3rd).

2015
ron Sagerman

Congratulations!

FrANk PrIOrY AWArD
B & W PrINT COMPETITION 

Presented to the person who earns the 
highest amount of points for Awards (9s) 

and Honorable Mentions (8s) 
plus points for Best of Year 

(1st, 2nd or 3rd).

2015
Gerald Appel
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BEST OF YEAr PrINTS

BlACk AND WhITE PrINT B
First PlAce

         Sandy Glasser
Three Boats

BlACk AND WhITE PrINT A

 First PlAce second PlAce  tHird PlAce
 Gerald Appel ronald Sagerman Arlene lancetta
 Mask Music Eyes Twisted Best Friend

COlOr PrINT B

First PlAce
Sandy Glasser
Gallery Milan

COlOr PrINT A

 First PlAce second PlAce  tHird PlAce
 Gerald Appel ronald Sagerman harvey levine
 Two Views of a Woman On Tiptoes Dogge de Bordeaux
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DIGITAl B 

First Place (left):
Eric Alliger

Red Bellied Woodpecker

second Place: (right)
Colomba Spigner

Ice Palace

Third Place: (below right)
Peter Franzoni

Pink Lily

BEST OF YEAr DIGITAl COlOr

DIGITAl A 

First Place (above left)
John Bruno

Norman Bates is an Early 
Riser

second Place (right)
Jan Altes

Orange Tulip

Third Place (left)
Melted Steel
Linda Russo
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BEST OF YEAr DIGITAl B&W

First Place
Jan Altes

Sleepy hollow Cemetary
(Left)

2nd Place
Allen Michelson

Yosemite #1
(Lower left)

3rd Place
Gerald Appel

lipstick
(Below
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DIGITAL B&W  A

First Place
Jan Altes

Second Place
Gerald Appel

Third Place
Jo Ann Richards

DIGITAL COLOR A

First Place:
Jan Altes & John Bruno

Second Place
George Novello

Third Place
Gerald Appel

COLOR PRINT A

First Place:
Gerald Appel

Second Place
Arlene Lancetta

Third Place
Ronald Sagerman

BLACK & WHITE PRINT A 

First Place
Gerald Appel

Second Place
Ron Sagerman

Third Place
Murray Leff

DIGITALB&W B

First Place
Colomba Spigner

Second Place
Eric Alliger

Third Place
Robert Ebenau & Ronny Hachadoorian

DIGITAL COLOR B

First Place
Eric Alliger

Second Place
Colomba Spigner

Third Place 
Brian Butensky

COLOR PRINT B 

First Place
Sandy Glasser

Second Place
Carl Friedman

Third Place
Dawn Steinberg

BLACK & WHITE PRINT B 

First Place
Sandy Glasser

Second Place
Carl Friedman

Third Place
Sy Reinhardt

YEAr END CuMulATIvE SCOrES
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When i was at nAnPA this past winter, i heard on two 
separate occasions that photographers wanted to enter and 
win photo contests or competitions because they felt that 
would validate their work. Then the other day i happened 
to catch a little of a cooking show competition that my wife 
was watching (she loves them), and one of the cooks said 
that winning would validate his work.

That is a big problem. There are many reasons one might 
enter a contest or competition, but using them as a 
validation of your work is like using las Vegas slot machines 
as a validation of your financial skills.

Winning a competition or contest can be fun, ego stroking, 
and even boost the visibility of your work to certain 
audiences. entering a competition can be a good excuse for 
looking critically at your work and sending it out there to 
see what happens. entering a photo club competition can 
be a great way to connect with other members, encourage 
everyone to share photos and have a little fun discussing 
images.

But entering for validation is a recipe for bad feelings. if 
it were true that winning a competition were a validation 
for one’s work, then the corollary is also true: losing a 
competition makes you a loser and your work inferior. so 
if you don’t win, then that validates you are not a good 
photographer???!!!! none of that is true, but if you believe 
any of it, then they are true in your mind and set you up for 
disappointment and discouragement.

i have entered a few competitions (i am not really 
interested in most of them) and won sometimes (the 
photo seen here was a “winner”), “lost” more often, and 
i have judged contests from camera clubs to contests at 
outdoor Photographer magazine to 
international competitions such as the 
BBc Wildlife contest. i have almost 
always judged with other judges, and 
the experience is always an interesting 
reflection on the judges as much as it 
is on the entrants to the competition.

Here’s how most contests work: out 
of every 100 images, probably 50 can 
be immediately dismissed for a variety 
of reasons, including not meeting 
criteria for contest (you might be 

surprised how common this is, folks entering entirely 
inappropriate images), not having appropriate quality 
(focus off, out of focus, image blur from camera movement, 
centered images that have no reason to be centered and so 
on), and even submitting a poor quality copy of the original 
(including bad digital files).

After that, about 5-10 images will be rejected because of 
personal biases (not always acknowledged or even recognized 
by judges – this includes subject matter that certain judges 
don’t like, arbitrary and not well-thought-out individual 
visual likes and dislikes of judges, and more). There can be 
some really outstanding images rejected at this point because 
a judge just hates that type of image. (And before you blame 
the judge, realize that judges are people and have very 
human qualities.)

next, probably 20 will stand out as distinctly different 
and unique compared to the rest of the photos (distinct, 
unique approaches to a subject are consistently one reason 
for contest winners). Here’s where it starts to get really 
tough. All of these images are typically very, very good, 
but there are only so many winners. And winners cannot 
be determined with a stopwatch like you could do with a 
running or swimming event, or goals scored like hockey or 
soccer.

images then get winnowed down to the final 10 of that 
first 100, but this can be tough. compromises are made. 
one judge may absolutely love a photo that two other 
judges hate, and so it goes out (yes, in photography it is 
not unusual for someone to love an image while other 
people hate it). images that are picked are quite good, but 
compromises have to be made, sometimes rather arbitrarily 
because images have to be winnowed down to the winners.

Final ten. now judges usually really struggle to pick the final 
winner and runners-up. often any one of those final ten 
could be a winner. sometimes all judges will agree on one 
image that stands out from the rest in some distinctive way 
that makes it easy to pick. However, i have found that to be 

unusual. Most of the 
time, judges will pick 
their own favorites and 
negotiate as to which 
one will be the top 
finisher. sometimes 
they will pick a top 
image that doesn’t fit 
any of their original 
picks for top image, 
just because they have 
to find an image that 

Photographic Competitions
by Rob Sheppard
www.robsheppardphoto.com; blogs are at www.
natureandphotography.com and www.mirrorlessnature.com.

continued on page 8
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they all can agree on.

For some competitions, numbers are used to judge each 
image, then the numbers are compiled to find a winner. This 
seemingly makes the process more “objective”, but it really 
doesn’t. Judges will throw a number at a photo based on 
what they like, how much sleep they had the previous night, 
what sort of photos they have seen or taken themselves 
lately, whether lunch was good or bad (that is not a facetious 
comment – a lot of research is showing how much our 
decisions can be influenced by something that happened, 
good or bad, recently).

From all of this, you can see that a final winner is no 
simple thing and says very little about the rest of the 
images entered. That winner will certainly be a good photo 
representative of the contest, but that doesn’t mean it would 
win any other contest, nor does it mean that the photos 
that “lost” are bad or “losers.” if the contest is a big one that 
attracts many thousands of images, then the winner really is 
a lottery winner out of a lot of very good images.

Validation of your images has to come from inside you. i 
know that creative fields like photography can bring out 
people’s insecurities. i get that, and i know that no amount 
of me telling you that contests don’t validate your work 
will necessarily make you feel better. However, if losing a 
contest makes you feel bad and rejected, don’t enter! i don’t 
care how good your photos are, you are not going to always 
win. no matter how much you study photography, try to 
improve your work, you are not going to always win. in 
fact, if you start to find your own truly unique voice and 
style as a photographer, you may discover that you will 
rarely win contests because your work doesn’t resonate with 
judges who expect things to fit in more with the general way 
photographers photograph.

The only “validation” that winning a competition gives 
you is that you are capable of winning that particular 
competition and nothing more. so enter competitions and 
contests if you want to, because that is a fun thing to do, 
because that encourages you to go through your files in an 
intentional way, because that encourages you to try shooting 
something in a different, more creative way, because it is a 
way of connecting with fellow camera club members, but 
never consider it something you have to do for “validation.” 
if you enjoy photography, you like your images, you enjoy 
connecting with your subjects, you find your photos connect 
with others, then that is all good validation that says a lot 
more about you as a photographer than winning a photo 
contest.

Happy Summer
Birthdays to . . .

June
Eric Alliger

Gerald Appel
Barbara Field
David Levin

Dawn Steinberg
Rose Tracey

July
Valerie Anderson
Susan Halpern
Arlene Lancetta

Jackson Lum
Roseann Michelson
Irwin Zuckerman

August
Harvey Levine

Allen Michelson
James Pelzer

Leo Tujak
Joe Vigilis

Anne Yamins

Many Thanks to 
Neptune Camera

Daniel & Gilda Zirinsky
Red River Papers for

 their generous
donation 

of 
Door 

Prizes.

Photographic Compettitions, continued
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Good fellowship . . .
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And for Best Hug . . .

And the award 
goes to . . . 
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2014-2015 Executive Board
President Haig Hachadoorian
Vice President George Novello
Vice President Monroe Halpern
Editorial Vice President Naomi Mankowitz
Vice President of  Library Affairs James Pelzer
Treasurer Allen Michelson
Recording Secretary Michael Zuller
Member at large Gerald Appel

Board of  Directors
Program Chair George Novello

Rules Committee Chair George Novello
Competition Chair Monroe Halpern
Hospitality Chair Dawn Steinberg
Membership Chair Rose Tracey
PFLI Delegates Suzan Goldstein, Dale Goldstein
Field Trip Coordinators Phyllis Goodfriend, 
 Harvey Levine, James Pelzer 

1st Immediate Past President Monroe Halpern
2nd Immediate Past President George Novello
3rd Immediate Past President Judith Boverman
4th Immediate Past President John Siegel

Fellows Of  The Great Neck 
Camera Club

*Eric Kahn, APSA, APFLI
*Herbert Goldschmidt
 Jim Pion, AMC, FMC

*Joseph Boverman
*Sidney Goldstein, FPSA, FPFLI

Gerald Appel
* Deceased

 

Honorary Member
Muriel Turk

PHOTOSHOP 
LESSONS

CAMERA COLLECTOR
WANTS TO BUY

QUALITY CAMERAS,
ACCESSORIES,

PHOTOGRAPHIC LITERATURE
One or a collection

DANIEL ZIRINSKY
Member Great Neck Camera Club since 1962

International Center of Photography
Life Member Photographic Society of America

(516) 466-6111  Fax: (516) 466-2859
Email: camrabug@optonline.net

Collect calls accepted

NEPTUNE PHOTO
PHOTOGRAPHIC ..... SPECIALISTS

On-Site Digital Processing Lab
Prints and Enlargements from slides, negatives and digital media  

same day .. slide processing

Discount prices - trade-ins welcome
Large selection of new and used equipment

Cameras - Camcorders - Professional Films - Framing
Telescopes - Binoculars - Darkroom - Books

130 Seventh Street • Garden City, NY 11530
Tel: (516) 741-4484 • Toll Free (800) 955-1110

M-Th 8:30 - 5:45 p.m.  •  Fri 8:30 -7 • Sat 9:00 - 5:45
www.neptune.com

The Great Neck Camera Club
Founded December 1951, Incorporated May 1965

Manhasset-Great Neck Camera Club
Merged September 2011

Webmaster Janina Krach

Jan Altes
718-224-0035

or 917-592-8259


